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AN INJECTIVITY THEOREM
WITH MULTIPLIER IDEAL SHEAVES OF
SINGULAR METRICS WITH TRANSCENDENTAL SINGULARITIES
SHIN-ICHI MATSUMURA
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to establish an injectivity theorem generalized
to pseudo-effective line bundles with transcendental (non-algebraic) singular hermitian
metrics and multiplier ideal sheaves. As an application, we obtain a Nadel type vanishing
theorem. For the proof, we study the asymptotic behavior of the harmonic forms with
respect to a family of regularized metrics, and give a method to obtain L2-estimates
of solutions of the ∂-equation by using the de Rham-Weil isomorphism between the ∂-
cohomology and the Cˇech cohomology.
1. Introduction
The Kodaira vanishing theorem and its generalizations play an important role when
we consider certain fundamental problems in higher dimensional algebraic geometry (in
particular birational geometry). The following result proved by Kolla´r, the so-called injec-
tivity theorem, is a celebrated generalization of the Kodaira vanishing theorem in algebraic
geometry. In this paper, we study the injectivity theorem from the viewpoint of complex
differential geometry and the theory of several complex variables. Our purpose is to es-
tablish an analytic version of the injectivity theorem formulated for pseudo-effective line
bundles equipped with transcendental singular (hermitian) metrics by using multiplier
ideal sheaves.
Theorem 1.1 ([Kol86], cf. [EV92]). Let F be a semi-ample line bundle on a smooth pro-
jective variety X. Then, for a (non-zero) section s of a positive multiple Fm of the line
bundle F , the multiplication map induced by the tensor product with s
Φs : H
q(X,KX ⊗ F ) ⊗s−→ Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1)
is injective for any q. Here KX denotes the canonical bundle of X.
In his paper [Eno90], Enoki gave the following injectivity theorem. Kolla´r’s proof is based
on the Hodge theory. On the other hand, Enoki’s proof is based on the theory of harmonic
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integrals, which enables us to approach the injectivity theorem from the viewpoint of
complex differential geometry.
Theorem 1.2 ([Eno90]). Let F be a semi-positive line bundle on a compact Ka¨hler man-
ifold X. Then the same conclusion as in Theorem 1.1 holds.
A semi-ample line bundle is always semi-positive (namely, it admits a “smooth” metric
with semi-positive curvature), and thus Theorem 1.2 leads to Theorem 1.1. The above
results can be regarded as a generalization of the Kodaira vanishing theorem to semi-ample
(semi-positive) line bundles. On the other hand, the Kodaira vanishing theorem can be
generalized to the Nadel vanishing theorem by using singular metrics with (strictly) positive
curvature, which corresponds to the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem in algebraic
geometry. Therefore, in the same direction, it is natural to generalize them to an injectivity
theorem for singular metrics with semi-positive curvature.
The Kodaira vanishing{
cpx. geometry: smooth positive metrics
alg. geometry: ample line bundles
singular metrics

semi-positivity
//
The Kolla´r, Enoki injectivity{
cpx. : smooth semi-positive metrics
alg. : semi-ample line bundles
singular metrics

The Nadel, Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing{
cpx. : singular positive metrics
alg. : big line bundles
semi-positivity
//
Theorem 1.3{
cpx. : singular semi-positive metrics
alg. : pseudo-effective line bundles
The following theorem, which is the main result of this paper, is a common generaliza-
tion of Kolla´r’s (Enoki’s) injectivity theorem and the Nadel (Kawamata-Vieweg) vanishing
theorem. Moreover Theorem 1.3 is also a generalization of various results, for example,
[Eno90], [Fuj12], [Kol86], [Mat14], [Ohs04], [Tak97], [Tan71]. A (holomorphic) line bundle
is said to be pseudo-effective if it admits a “singular” metric with semi-positive curva-
ture, and thus Theorem 1.3 can be seen as an injectivity theorem for pseudo-effective line
bundles.
Theorem 1.3 (The Main Result). Let F be a (holomorphic) line bundle on a compact
Ka¨hler manifold X and h be a singular (hermitian) metric with semi-positive curvature on
F . Then, for a (non-zero) section s of a positive multiple Fm satisfying supX |s|hm < ∞,
the multiplication map
Φs : H
q(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) ⊗s−→ Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1 ⊗ I(hm+1))
is (well-defined and) injective for any q. Here I(h) denotes the multiplier ideal sheaf
associated to the singular metric h.
Remark 1.4. (1) We can show that the multiplication map from Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ℓ ⊗ I(hℓ))
to Hq(X,KX ⊗F ℓ+m⊗I(hℓ+m)) is also injective for ℓ > 0 by applying Theorem 1.3 to F ℓ
3and sℓ ∈ H0(X,F ℓm).
(2) The multiplication map is well-defined thanks to the assumption supX |s|hm <∞. We
can always apply this theorem to a pseudo-effective line bundle F since a metric hmin with
minimal singularities on F satisfies supX |s|hmmin < ∞ for any section s of Fm (see [Dem]
for the definition of metrics with minimal singularities).
It is important to emphasize that a singular metric h in our formulation may have tran-
scendental (non-algebraic) singularities. To handle singular metrics with transcendental
singularities, we have to take a more analytic approach to the cohomology groups with
coefficients in KX⊗F⊗I(h), which gives a generalization of techniques of [Eno90], [Fuj12],
[Mat14], [Mat15b], [Tak97].
Our formulation is motivated by the problem of extending sections from subvarieties
to the ambient space. When we attempt to extend sections by the vanishing (injectivity)
theorem or the Ohsawa-Takegoshi extension theorem, we need a suitable singular metric h.
In many cases, the metric h is constructed by taking the limit of suitable metrics hm. For
example, this strategy plays a crucial role in the proof of the invariance of plurigenera or the
extension theorem for pluri-canonical sections (see [DHP13], [Pa˘u07], [Siu98]). However it
seems to be quite hard to investigate the regularity (smoothness) of the limit h, even if hm
has algebraic singularities. Therefore it is worth for important applications to formulate
Theorem 1.3 for arbitrary singular metrics.
Thanks to this advantage, as applications of Theorem 1.3, we can obtain an injectiv-
ity theorem for nef and abundant line bundles (Corollary 4.1) and Nadel type vanishing
theorems (Theorem 4.5, Corollary 4.2), by considering metrics with minimal singulari-
ties (which do not always have algebraic singularities). Theorem 4.5 is a generalization
of [Mat14], [Mat15b]. Moreover, we prove some extension theorems for pluri-canonical
sections of log pairs motivated by the abundance conjecture in [GM13].
At the end of this section, we briefly explain the proof of Theorem 1.3. First we recall
Enoki’s proof of Theorem 1.2 (the special case where h is smooth). In this case, the
cohomology group Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ) can be represented by the space of harmonic forms
with respect to h
Hn,qh (F ) := {u | u is an F -valued (n, q)-form on X with ∂u = 0 and ∂
∗
hu = 0.},
where ∂
∗
h is the adjoint operator of the ∂-operator. For an arbitrary harmonic form u ∈
Hn,qh (F ), we can show that su is also harmonic with respect to hm+1 from semi-positivity
of the curvature of h. It implies that the multiplication map Φs induces the map from
Hn,qh (F ) to Hn,qhm+1(Fm+1), and then the injectivity is obvious. This method heavily depends
on semi-positivity of the curvature.
In our situation, we can not directly use the theory of harmonic integrals since a given
singular metric h may have transcendental singularities. For this reason, in Step 1, we first
approximate the metric h by singular metrics {hε}ε>0 that are smooth on a Zariski open
set Y . Then a given cohomology class can be represented by the associated harmonic form
uε with respect to hε on Y . We want to show that suε is harmonic by the same argument
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as in Enoki’s proof. However, the same argument fails since the curvature of hε is no longer
semi-positive. Therefore, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of the harmonic form uε.
This asymptotic analysis contains a new ingredient. In Step 2, by generalizing Enoki’s
method, we prove that the L2-norm ‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖ converges to zero as ε tends to zero. In
Step 3, we construct a solution vε of the ∂-equation ∂vε = suε such that the L
2-norm ‖vε‖
is uniformly bounded, by using the Cˇech complex. The above arguments yield
‖suε‖2 = 〈suε, ∂vε〉 ≤ ‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖‖vε‖ → 0 as ε→ 0.
In Step 4, from these observations, we prove that uε weakly converges to zero and this
completes the proof.
This paper is organized as follows : In Section 2, we summarize the fundamental facts
used in this paper. We prove the main result in Section 3 and give several applications of
the main result in Section 4. Compared to [Mat15b], the crucial technique established in
this paper is to construct a solution vε of the ∂-equation ∂vε = suε with uniformly bounded
L2-norm, by applying the De Rham-Weil isomorphism between the ∂-cohomology and the
Cˇech cohomology. In Section 5, we explain this construction after we study the topology
of the Cˇech complex induced by the local L2-norms of singular metrics. This technique is
rather complicated, but it seems to have more applications.
Acknowledgments. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Junyan Cao
for fruitful discussions on the topology of the space of cochains, to Professor Ja´nos Kolla´r
for a question concerning Remark 1.4, and to Professor Osamu Fujino for giving useful
comments and teaching him the argument of Remark 1.4 (1). He would also like to express
his gratitude to the referee for helpful comments and suggestions on the exposition of the
paper. He is supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) ♯25800051 from JSPS.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize the fundamental results for the proof of the main result.
Unless otherwise mentioned, X denotes a compact Ka¨hler manifold of dimension n and F
denotes a (holomorphic) line bundle on X .
2.1. Singular metrics and multiplier ideal sheaves. We first recall the definition of
singular metrics and curvatures. Fix a smooth (hermitian) metric g on F .
Definition 2.1. (Singular metrics and curvatures). (1) For an L1-function ϕ on X , the
metric h defined by h := ge−2ϕ is called a singular hermitian metric on F . Further ϕ is
called the weight of h with respect to the fixed smooth metric g.
(2) The curvature
√−1Θh(F ) of h is defined by
√−1Θh(F ) =
√−1Θg(F ) + 2
√−1∂∂ϕ,
where
√−1Θg(F ) is the Chern curvature of g.
5In this paper, the singular hermitian metric is often written simply as the singular metric.
The Levi form
√−1∂∂ϕ is taken in the sense of distributions, and thus the curvature is a
(1, 1)-current but not always a smooth (1, 1)-form. The curvature
√−1Θh(F ) of h is said
to be semi-positive if
√−1Θh(F ) ≥ 0 in the sense of currents. When a singular metric h
satisfies
√−1Θh(F ) ≥ γ for some smooth (1, 1)-form γ, the weight ϕ of h becomes a quasi-
plurisubharmonic (quasi-psh for short) function. In particular ϕ is upper semi-continuous,
and thus it is bounded above.
Definition 2.2. (Multiplier ideal sheaves). Let h be a singular metric on F such that√−1Θh(F ) ≥ γ for some smooth (1, 1)-form γ on X . Then the ideal sheaf I(h) defined to
be
I(h)(U) := I(ϕ)(U) := {f ∈ OX(U)
∣∣ |f |e−ϕ ∈ L2loc(U)}
for every open set U ⊂ X is called the multiplier ideal sheaf associated to h.
2.2. Equisingular approximations. In the proof, we apply the equisingular approxima-
tion to a given singular metric. In this subsection, we reformulate [DPS01, Theorem 2.3]
with our notation and give an additional property.
Theorem 2.3 ([DPS01, Theorem 2.3]). Let ω be a positive (1, 1)-form on X and h be
a singular metric on F with semi-positive curvature. Then there exist singular metrics
{hε}1≫ε>0 on F with the following properties :
(a) hε is smooth on X \ Zε, where Zε is a subvariety on X.
(b) hε2 ≤ hε1 ≤ h holds for any 0 < ε1 < ε2.
(c) I(h) = I(hε).
(d)
√−1Θhε(F ) ≥ −εω.
Moreover, if the set {x ∈ X | ν(h, x) > 0} is contained in a subvariety Z, then we can add
the property that Zε is contained in Z for every ε > 0. Here ν(h, x) is the Lelong number
at x of the weight of h.
Proof. By applying [DPS01, Theorem 2.3] to the weight function ϕ of h, we obtain quasi-
psh functions ϕν with equisingularities. If we take a sufficiently large ν = ν(ε) for a given
ε > 0, the metric hε defined by hε := ge
−2ϕν(ε) satisfies properties (a), (b), (c), (d).
The latter conclusion follows from the proof in [DPS01]. We shortly see this fact by
using the notation in [DPS01]. In their proof, they locally approximate ϕ by ϕε,ν,j with
logarithmic pole. From inequality (2.5) in [DPS01], the Lelong number of ϕε,ν,j is less
than or equal to that of ϕ. It follows that ϕε,ν,j is smooth on X \ Z since ϕε,ν,j has a
logarithmic pole. Since ϕν is obtained from Richberg’s regularization of the supremum of
these functions (see around (2.10)), we obtain the latter conclusion. 
2.3. The theory of harmonic integrals. In this subsection, we recall the L2-space of
differential forms and the theory of harmonic integrals. Throughout this subsection, let Y
be a (not necessarily compact) complex manifold with a positive (1, 1)-form ω˜ and E be a
(holomorphic) line bundle on Y with a smooth metric h. In the proof of Theorem 1.3, the
manifold Y is a Zariski open set of X and E is the restriction of F to Y .
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For E-valued (p, q)-forms u and v, the point-wise inner product 〈u, v〉h,ω˜ can be defined,
and the (global) inner product 〈u, v〉h,ω˜ can also be defined by
〈u, v〉h,ω˜ :=
∫
Y
〈u, v〉h,ω˜ dVω˜,
where dVω˜ := ω˜
n/n! and n is the dimension of Y . The Chern connection Dh on E de-
termined by the holomorphic structure and the hermitian metric h can be written as
Dh = D
′
h + ∂ with the (1, 0)-connection D
′
h and the (0, 1)-connection ∂ (the ∂-operator).
The connections D′h and ∂ are regarded as a densely defined closed operator on the L
2-space
Lp,q(2)(Y,E)h,ω˜ defined by
Lp,q(2)(Y,E)h,ω˜ := {u | u is an E-valued (p, q)-form with ‖u‖h,ω˜ <∞.}.
The formal adjoints D′∗h and ∂
∗
h agree with the Hilbert space adjoints in the sense of Von
Neumann if ω˜ is a complete form on Y (see [Dem-book, (3.2) Theorem in ChapterVIII]).
The following proposition can be obtained from the Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano identity and
the density lemma.
Proposition 2.4. Let ω˜ be a complete Ka¨hler form on Y and h be a smooth metric
on E such that
√−1Θh(E) ≥ −Cω˜ for some constant C > 0. Then, for every u ∈
Dom ∂
∗
h ∩Dom ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y,E)h,ω˜, the following equality holds :
‖∂∗hu‖2h,ω˜ + ‖∂u‖2h,ω˜ = ‖D′∗h u‖2h,ω˜ + 〈
√−1Θh(E)Λω˜u, u〉h,ω˜.
Here Λω˜ denotes the adjoint of the wedge product ω˜ ∧ •.
The following lemmas are proved by straightforward computations. For reader’s conve-
nience, we give a proof of Lemma 2.6.
Lemma 2.5. Let ω and ω˜ be positive (1, 1)-forms with ω˜ ≥ ω. If u is an (n, q)-form, then
|u|2ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ |u|2ω dVω. Further, if u is an (n, 0)-form, then |u|2ω˜ dVω˜ = |u|2ω dVω.
Lemma 2.6. Let ω be a positive (1, 1)-form and u, v be differential forms.
(1) There exists a positive constant C (depending only on the degree of u, v) such that
|u ∧ v|ω ≤ C|u|ω|v|ω.
(2) If ω˜ is a positive (1, 1)-form with ω˜ ≥ ω, then we have |u|2ω˜ ≤ |u|2ω. In particular,
we have |u ∧ v|ω˜ ≤ C|u|ω˜|v|ω.
Proof of Lemma 2.6. For a given point x, we choose a local coordinate (z1, z2, . . . , zn) such
that
ω =
√−1
2
n∑
j=1
dzj ∧ dzj and ω˜ =
√−1
2
n∑
j=1
λjdzj ∧ dzj at x.
7When the differential forms u and v are written as u =
∑
I,J uI,JdzI ∧ dzJ and v =∑
K,L vK,LdzK ∧ dzL in terms of this coordinate, it is easy to see that
|u|2ω =
∑
I,J
|uI,J |2 and |u|2ω˜ =
∑
I,J
|uI,J |2 1∏
(i,j)∈(I,J) λiλj
at x.
Here I, J , K, L are ordered multi-indices and dzI := dzi1 ∧ dzi2 ∧ · · · ∧ dzip for I = {i1 <
i2 < · · · < ip}. The second claim follows from λi ≥ 1. The inequalities |uI,J | ≤ |u|ω and
|vK,L| ≤ |v|ω yield
|u ∧ v|ω =
∣∣ ∑
I,J,K,L
uI,J vK,L dzI ∧ dzJ ∧ dzK ∧ dzL
∣∣
ω
≤
∑
I,J,K,L
|uI,J ||vK,L| ≤
∑
I,J,K,L
|u|ω|v|ω = C|u|ω|v|ω.
Here C is a constant depending only on the degree of u, v. 
2.4. Fre´chet spaces. In this subsection, for reader’s convenience, we see that the following
theorem leads to Proposition 2.8.
Theorem 2.7 (The open mapping theorem). Let π : D → E be a linear map between
Fre´chet spaces D and E. If π is continuous and surjective, then π is an open map.
Proposition 2.8. Let π : D → E be a continuous linear map between Fre´chet spaces D
and E. If the cokernel of π is finite dimensional, then the image Im π of π is closed in E.
Proof. We first consider the case where π : D → E is injective. We take a finite dimensional
subspace E1 of E such that the quotient map p : E1 → E/Im π is isomorphic, and consider a
continuous map π1 : D⊕E1 → E defined to be π1(d, e) := π(d)+e for every (d, e) ∈ D⊕E1.
Since π1 is surjective (and injective) and continuous, the inverse map π
−1
1 : E → D ⊕ E1
is also continuous by the open mapping theorem. By composing π−11 with the second
projection D⊕E1 → E1, we obtain the continuous map π2 : E → E1. It is easy to see that
the kernel of π2 agrees with the image of π, which implies that the image of π is closed.
When π : D → E is not injective, by considering the linear map π : D/Kerπ → E, we can
obtain the conclusion. 
3. Proof of the main result
In this section, we give a proof of the main result. The proof is based on a technical
combination of the theory of harmonic integrals and the L2-method for the ∂-equation.
Theorem 3.1 (=Theorem 1.3). Let F be a line bundle on a compact Ka¨hler manifold
X and h be a singular metric with semi-positive curvature on F . Then, for a (non-zero)
section s of a positive multiple Fm satisfying supX |s|hm <∞, the multiplication map
Φs : H
q(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) ⊗s−→ Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1 ⊗ I(hm+1))
is (well-defined and) injective for any q.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. The case q = 0 is obvious, and thus we assume q > 0. The proof can
be divided into four steps. In Step 1, we approximate a given singular metric h by singular
metrics {hε}ε>0 that are smooth on a Zariski open set. In this step, we fix the notation
to apply the theory of harmonic integrals and explain the sketch of the proof. For a given
cohomology class inHq(X,KX⊗F⊗I(h)) that goes to zero inHq(X,KX⊗Fm+1⊗I(hm+1))
by Φs, we take the associated harmonic form uε with respect to hε. In Step 2, we study the
asymptotic behavior of uε and suε as ε tends to zero. In Step 3, we construct a suitable
solution vε of the ∂-equation ∂vε = suε. In Step 4, we show that uε converges to zero in a
suitable sense.
Step 1 (Equisingular approximation of h). Throughout the proof, let ω be a Ka¨hler form
onX . For the proof, we want to apply the theory of harmonic integrals, but a given singular
metric hmay not be smooth. For this reason, we approximate h by singular metrics {hε}ε>0
that are smooth on a Zariski open set. By Theorem 2.3, we obtain singular metrics {hε}ε>0
on F with the following properties :
(a) hε is smooth on X \ Zε, where Zε is a subvariety on X .
(b) hε2 ≤ hε1 ≤ h holds for any 0 < ε1 ≤ ε2.
(c) I(h) = I(hε).
(d)
√−1Θhε(F ) ≥ −εω.
For the weight function ϕ (resp. ϕε) of the singular metric h (resp. hε) with respect to a
smooth metric g, we may assume ϕε ≤ 0 by adding a constant, since ϕε is bounded above
on X . Hence we have
g ≤ hε = ge−2ϕε ≤ h = ge−2ϕ.
Since the point-wise norm |s|hm is bounded on X , there exists a constant C such that
log |s| ≤ mϕ + C, where s is locally regarded as a holomorphic function under a local
trivialization of F . It implies that the Lelong number of mϕ is less than or equal to that
of log |s|. In particular, the set {x ∈ X | ν(h, x) > 0} is contained in the subvariety Z
defined by Z := {x ∈ X | s(x) = 0}, and thus we may assume a stronger property than
property (a), namely
(e) hε is smooth on Y := X \ Z, where Z := {x ∈ X | s(x) = 0}.
Now we construct a “complete” Ka¨hler form on Y with suitable potential function. Take
a quasi-psh function ψ on X such that ψ has a logarithmic pole along Z and ψ is smooth
on Y . Since the function ψ is bounded above on X , we may assume ψ ≤ −e by adding a
constant. We define the (1, 1)-form ω˜ on Y by
ω˜ := ℓω +
√−1∂∂Ψ,
where ℓ is a positive number and Ψ := 1/ log(−ψ). Then we can show that the (1, 1)-form
ω˜ satisfies the following properties for a sufficiently large ℓ > 0 :
(A) ω˜ is a complete Ka¨hler form on Y .
(B) Ψ is bounded on X .
(C) ω˜ ≥ ω.
9Indeed, properties (B), (C) follow from the definition of Ψ, ω˜ and property (A) follows from
straightforward computations. See [Fuj12, Lemma 3.1] for the precise proof of property
(A). In the proof, we mainly consider F -valued differential forms on Y (not X) and the
L2-norm with respect to hε and ω˜ (not h and ω).
Let Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ be the L
2-space of F -valued (n, q)-forms u on Y with respect to the
inner product ‖ • ‖hε,ω˜ defined by
‖u‖2hε,ω˜ :=
∫
Y
|u|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜.
Then, by Proposition 5.8, we obtain the following orthogonal decomposition :
Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ = Im ∂ ⊕Hn,qhε,ω˜(F )⊕ Im ∂
∗
hε
.
As explained in subsection 2.3, the operator ∂
∗
hε
(resp. D′∗hε) denotes the formal adjoint
of the densely defined closed operator ∂ (resp. D′hε), and they agree with the Hilbert
space adjoints since ω˜ is complete. (See [Dem-book, §3 Chapter VIII] for a comparison of
the formal adjoint and the Hilbert space adjoint.) Strictly speaking, the ∂-operator also
depends on hε, ω˜ since the domain and range of ∂ depend on them. We will write it simply
∂ when no confusion can arise. Here Hn,qhε,ω˜(F ) is the space of harmonic forms with respect
to hε and ω˜, namely
Hn,qhε,ω˜(F ) = {u | u is an F -valued (n, q)-form with ∂u = 0 and ∂
∗
hε
u = 0.}.
A harmonic form in Hn,qhε,ω˜(F ) is smooth by elliptic regularity (for example see [Dem-book,
(3.2) Theorem Chapter VIII]). These results seem to be known to specialists. The precise
proof for them can be found in [Dem-book], [Fuj12, Claim 1], and Section 5.
It follows that |u|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ |u|2hε,ω dVω for an F -valued (n, q)-form u from Lemma 2.5
and property (C), which leads to the inequality ‖u‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖hε,ω. From this inequality
and property (b) of hε, we obtain
(3.1) ‖u‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖hε,ω ≤ ‖u‖h,ω
for an F -valued (n, q)-form u. These inequalities play a crucial role in the proof. In this
paper ‖ • ‖ω˜ denotes the L2-norm on Y (not X) and ‖ • ‖ω denotes the L2-norm on X (not
Y ) if otherwise mentioned. Strictly speaking ‖u‖hε,ω˜ is the norm of the restriction of u to
Y , but we will omit the notation of the restriction.
For the L2-space Ln,q(2) (X,F )h,ω of F -valued (n, q)-forms on X with respect to the inner
product ‖ • ‖h,ω, we have the standard De Rham-Weil isomorphism
Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) ∼= Ker ∂
Im ∂
of Ln,q(2) (X,F )h,ω,
where the right hand side is the ∂-cohomology group defined by the closed operator ∂
between L2-spaces Ln,•(2) (X,F )h,ω. By this isomorphism, we can represent a given coho-
mology class by an F -valued (n, q)-form u with ‖u‖h,ω < ∞. In order to prove that the
multiplication map Φs is injective, we assume that the cohomology class of su is zero in
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Hq(X,KX ⊗Fm+1⊗I(hm+1)). Our final goal is to show that the cohomology class of u is
actually zero, that is, u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2)(X,F )h,ω.
It follows that u ∈ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ for every ε > 0 from inequality (3.1). By the above
orthogonal decomposition, there exist uε ∈ Hn,qhε,ω˜(F ) and wε ∈ Dom ∂ ⊂ Ln,q−1(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜
such that
u = ∂wε + uε.
Note that the component of Im ∂
∗
hε
is zero since u is ∂-closed.
At the end of this step, we explain the strategy of the proof. In Step 2, we show that
‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ converges to zero as ε tends to zero. We have already known that there is
a solution vε of the ∂-equation ∂vε = suε since the cohomology class of su is assumed to be
zero. However, for our goal, we need L2-estimates for vε. In Step 3, we construct a solution
vε of the ∂-equation ∂vε = suε such that the norm ‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ is uniformly bounded. By
Step 2 and Step 3, we can obtain that
‖suε‖2hm+1ε ,ω˜ ≤ ‖∂
∗
hm+1ε
suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ → 0 as ε→ 0.
In Step 4, from this convergence, we prove that uε converges to zero in a suitable sense
and this completes the proof.
Step 2 (A generalization of Enoki’s argument for the injectivity theorem). The aim of this
step is to prove the following proposition, which can be seen as a generalization of Enoki’s
proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 3.2. As ε tends to zero, the norm ‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ converges to zero.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The key to prove the proposition is the following inequalities :
(3.2) ‖uε‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖h,ω <∞.
The first inequality follows from the definition of uε and the second inequality follows from
inequality (3.1). The important point here is that the right hand side is independent of ε.
By applying Proposition 2.4 to uε, we obtain
0 = 〈√−1Θhε(F )Λω˜uε, uε〉hε,ω˜ + ‖D′∗hεuε‖2hε,ω˜(3.3)
since uε is harmonic with respect to hε and ω˜. Let Aε be the first term and Bε be the
second term of the right hand side of equality (3.3). We first show that the first term Aε
and the second term Bε converge to zero. Let gε be the integrand of Aε, that is,
gε := 〈
√−1Θhε(F )Λω˜uε, uε〉hε,ω˜.
Then there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of ε) such that
(3.4) gε ≥ −εC|uε|2hε,ω˜.
This inequality follows from simple computations. Indeed, let λε1 ≤ λε2 ≤ · · · ≤ λεn be the
eigenvalues of
√−1Θhε(F ) with respect to ω˜. For every point y ∈ Y , there exists a local
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coordinate (z1, z2, . . . , zn) centered at y such that
√−1Θhε(F ) =
√−1
2
n∑
j=1
λεjdzj ∧ dzj and ω˜ =
√−1
2
n∑
j=1
dzj ∧ dzj at y.
When we locally write uε as uε =
∑
|K|=q u
ε
K dz1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzn ∧ dzK , we can easily see
gε =
∑
|K|=q
(∑
j∈K
λεj
)
|uεK |2hε
by straightforward computations. On the other hand, from property (C) of ω˜ and property
(d) of hε, we have
√−1Θhε(F ) ≥ −εω ≥ −εω˜. It leads to λεj ≥ −ε, and thus we obtain
inequality (3.4). From inequality (3.4) and equality (3.3), we have
0 ≥ Aε =
∫
Y
gε dVω˜ ≥ −εC
∫
Y
|uε|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜ ≥ −εC‖u‖2h,ω.
The last inequality follows from inequality (3.2). Therefore Aε converges to zero. Further
it follows that Bε also converges to zero from equality (3.3).
To apply Proposition 2.4 to suε, we need to prove that suε ∈ Ln,q(2)(Y, Fm+1)hm+1ε ,ω˜ and
suε ∈ Dom ∂∗hm+1ε . It can be proven that suε ∈ Dom ∂
∗
hm+1ε
from [Mat15a, Proposition 2.2].
By the assumption, the point-wise norm |s|hm with respect to hm is bounded. Further we
have |s|hmε ≤ |s|hm from property (b) of hε. They imply
‖suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ ≤ sup
X
|s|hmε ‖uε‖hε,ω˜ ≤ sup
X
|s|hm‖u‖h,ω <∞.
Hence we know suε ∈ Ln,q(2) (Y, Fm+1)hm+1ε ,ω˜. Note that the right hand side is independent
of ε. By applying Proposition 2.4 to suε, we obtain
‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖2hm+1ε ,ω˜(3.5)
=〈√−1Θhm+1ε (Fm+1)Λω˜suε, suε〉hm+1ε ,ω˜ + ‖D′∗hm+1ε suε‖
2
hm+1ε ,ω˜
.
Here we used ∂suε = s∂uε = 0. From now on, we prove that the second term of the right
hand side converges to zero. It is easy to see that D′∗
hm+1ε
suε = sD
′∗
hε
uε holds since s is a
holomorphic section and D′∗ = −∗ ∂∗, where ∗ is the Hodge star operator with respect to
ω˜. Therefore we have
‖D′∗
hm+1ε
suε‖2hm+1ε ,ω˜ ≤ sup
X
|s|2hmε
∫
Y
|D′∗hεuε|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ sup
X
|s|2hmBε.
Since |s|2hm is bounded and Bε converges to zero, the second term ‖D′∗hm+1ε suε‖
2
hm+1ε ,ω˜
con-
verges to zero.
For the proof of the proposition, it remains to show that the first term of the right hand
side of equality (3.5) converges to zero. Now we investigate Aε in detail. By the definition
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of Aε, we have
Aε =
∫
{gε≥0}
gε dVω˜ +
∫
{gε≤0}
gε dVω˜.
Let A+ε be the first term andA
−
ε be the second term of the right hand side. Then inequalities
(3.2) and (3.4) lead to
0 ≥ A−ε ≥ −εC
∫
{gε≤0}
|uε|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜ ≥ −εC
∫
Y
|uε|2hε,ω˜ dVω˜ ≥ −εC‖u‖2h,ω.
Hence A+ε and A
−
ε converge to zero since Aε = A
+
ε + A
−
ε converges to zero. On the other
hand, we have
〈√−1Θhm+1ε (Fm+1)Λω˜suε, suε〉hm+1ε ,ω˜
=(m+ 1)
∫
Y
|s|2hmε gε dVω˜
=(m+ 1)
{∫
{gε≥0}
|s|2hmε gε dVω˜ +
∫
{gε≤0}
|s|2hmε gε dVω˜
}
.
Then it is easy to see the following inequalities :
• 0 ≤
∫
{gε≥0}
|s|2hmε gε dVω˜ ≤ sup
X
|s|2hmε
∫
{gε≥0}
gε dVω˜
≤ sup
X
|s|2hm A+ε ,
• 0 ≥
∫
{gε≤0}
|s|2hmε gε dVω˜ ≥ sup
X
|s|2hmε
∫
{gε≤0}
gε dVω˜
≥ sup
X
|s|2hmA−ε .
Therefore the right hand side of equality (3.5) converges to zero. We obtain the conclusion
of Proposition 3.2. 
Step 3 (A construction of solutions of the ∂-equation). In this step, we prove Proposition
3.4 by using Theorem 5.9. The proof of Theorem 5.9 is given in Section 5.
Proposition 3.3. There exists an F -valued (n, q − 1)-form wε on Y with the following
properties :
(1) ∂wε = u− uε. (2) The norm ‖wε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded.
Proof. It is easy to see that Uε := u−uε satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 5.9. Indeed,
it follows that
‖Uε‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖hε,ω˜ + ‖uε‖hε,ω˜ ≤ 2‖u‖h,ω <∞
from inequality (3.2) and that Uε = u − uε ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ from the definition of
uε. 
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Proposition 3.4. There exists an Fm+1-valued (n, q− 1)-form vε on Y with the following
properties :
(1) ∂vε = suε. (2) The norm ‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ is uniformly bounded.
Proof. Since the cohomology class of su is assumed to be zero in Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1 ⊗
I(hm+1)), there exists an Fm+1-valued (n, q−1)-form v such that ∂v = su and ‖v‖hm+1,ω <
∞. If we take wε satisfying the properties in Proposition 3.3 and put vε := −swε+ v, then
we have ∂vε = suε. Further an easy computation yields
‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ ≤ ‖swε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ + ‖v‖hm+1ε ,ω˜
≤ sup
X
|s|hm‖wε‖hε,ω˜ + ‖v‖hm+1,ω˜.
By Lemma 2.5 and property (B), we have ‖v‖hm+1,ω˜ ≤ ‖v‖hm+1,ω < ∞. Since the norm
‖wε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded, the right hand side can be estimated by a constant inde-
pendent of ε. 
Step 4 (Limit of the harmonic forms). In this step, we show that uε converges to zero in
a suitable sense and this completes the proof. We first consider the following proposition
obtained by Step 2 and Step 3.
Proposition 3.5. As ε tends to zero, the norm ‖suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ converges to zero.
Proof. For vε ∈ Ln,q−1(2) (Y, Fm+1)hm+1ε ,ω˜ satisfying the properties in Proposition 3.4, it is easy
to see
‖suε‖2hm+1ε ,ω˜ = 〈suε, ∂vε〉hm+1ε ,ω˜
= 〈∂∗hm+1ε suε, vε〉hm+1ε ,ω˜
≤ ‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜.
The norm ‖vε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ is uniformly bounded by Proposition 3.4. On the other hand, the
norm ‖∂∗hm+1ε suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜ converges to zero by Proposition 3.2. Hence the norm ‖suε‖hm+1ε ,ω˜
converges to zero. 
We want to take the limit of uε ∈ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜, but the L2-space Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ depends
on ε. For this reason we fix a small number ε0 > 0 and consider the fixed L
2-space
Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜. For every number ε with 0 < ε < ε0, we obtain
‖uε‖hε0 ,ω˜ ≤ ‖uε‖hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖u‖h,ω
by property (b) of hε and inequality (3.2), which says that the norm of uε with respect to hε0
is uniformly bounded. In particular, there exists a subsequence of {uε}ε>0 that converges
to some u0 ∈ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜ with respect to the weak L2-topology. For simplicity we
continue to use the same notation {uε}ε>0 for this subsequence. The following proposition
is proved by Proposition 3.5.
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Proposition 3.6. The weak limit u0 of {uε}ε>0 in Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜ is zero.
Proof. For every positive number δ > 0, we define the subset Yδ by Yδ := {x ∈ Y | |s|2hmε0 >
δ at x.}. Since the weight ϕε0 of hε0 is upper semi-continuous, the norm |s|2hmε0 is lower
semi-continuous. In particular, the subset Yδ is an open set of Y . A simple computation
yields
‖suε‖2hm+1ε ,ω˜ ≥ ‖suε‖
2
hm+1ε0 ,ω˜
≥
∫
Yδ
|s|2hmε0 |uε|
2
hε0 ,ω˜
dVω˜ ≥ δ
∫
Yδ
|uε|2hε0 ,ω˜ dVω˜ ≥ 0
for every δ > 0. Since the left hand side converges to zero by Proposition 3.5, the norm
‖uε‖Yδ,hε0 ,ω˜ on Yδ also converges to zero as ε tends to zero. We can easily see that uε|Yδ
converges to u0|Yδ with respect to the weak L2-topology in Ln,q(2) (Yδ, F )hε0 ,ω˜. Here uε|Yδ
(resp. u0|Yδ) denotes the restriction of uε (resp. u0) to Yδ. Indeed, for an arbitrary
w ∈ Ln,q(2) (Yδ, F )hε0 ,ω˜, the inner product 〈uε|Yδ , w〉Yδ = 〈uε, w˜〉Y converges to 〈u0, w˜〉Y =
〈u0|Yδ , w〉Yδ , where w˜ denotes the zero extension of w to Y . Since uε|Yδ weakly converges
to u0|Yδ and the norm is lower semi-continuous with respect to the weak L2-topology, we
obtain
‖u0|Yδ‖Yδ,hε0 ,ω˜ ≤ lim infε→0 ‖uε|Yδ‖Yδ,hε0 ,ω˜ = 0.
Hence u0|Yδ = 0 for every δ > 0. Since the union of {Yδ}δ>0 is equal to Y = X \ Z by the
definition of Yδ, the weak limit u0 is zero on Y . 
By using Proposition 3.6, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. By the definition of
uε, we have
u = uε + ∂wε.
Proposition 3.6 asserts that ∂wε converges to u with respect to the weak L
2-topology in
the fixed L2-space. By the orthogonal decomposition, it is easy to show that u is a ∂-
exact form in the fixed L2-space (that is, u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜). Indeed, for every
w = w1 + ∂
∗
hε0
w2 ∈ Hn,qhε0 ,ω˜(F )⊕ Im ∂
∗
hε0
, we have 〈u, w〉 = limε→0 〈∂wε, w1 + ∂∗hε0w2〉 = 0.
From u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2)(Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜ and property (c), we can show that u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂
Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω, which says that the cohomology class {u} is zero. To clarify our argument,
let ∂h,ω (resp. ∂hε0 ,ω˜) be the closed operator ∂ between L
2-spaces Ln,•(2) (X,F )h,ω (resp.
Ln,•(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜). We consider the Dolbeault cohomology group and the de Rham-Weil
isomorphism. Then we have the following commutative diagram :
Ker ∂h,ω
Im ∂h,ω
j
//
∼=f1

Ker ∂hε0 ,ω˜
Im ∂hε0 ,ω˜
∼=f2

Hˇq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) Hˇq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(hε0)).
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Here j is the map induced by the natural map from Ln,•(2) (X,F )h,ω to L
n,•
(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜, and f i
is the De Rham-Weil isomorphism to the Cˇech cohomology group. (See Section 5 or [Fuj12,
Claim1] for the construction of f2). The blew equality is obtained from I(hε) = I(h).
Here we essentially used property (c). It follows that the cohomology class {u} represented
by u ∈ Ln,q(2)(X,F )h,ω goes to zero by j from u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε0 ,ω˜. Therefore we can
obtain that u ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2)(Y, F )h,ω by chasing the above diagram.

4. Applications
In this section, we give two corollaries of Theorem 1.3 and their proof. One is an
injectivity theorem for nef and abundant line bundles, and the other is a Nadel type
vanishing theorem.
It is reasonable to expect the same conclusion as in Theorem 1.1 to hold for nef line
bundles, but there exist counterexamples to the injectivity theorem for nef line bundles.
However, it follows from [Kaw85, Proposition 2.1] (cf. [Nak85], [Rus09, Corollary 1]) that
a metric hmin with minimal singularities on F satisfies I(hmmin) = OX for any m > 0 if F is
nef and abundant (that is, the numerical dimension agrees with the Kodaira dimension).
Therefore Theorem 1.3 leads to the following corollary. (On projective varieties, a similar
conclusion was proved in [EP08] and [EV92] by different methods.) It is worth to point
out that Theorem 1.2 is not sufficient to obtain Corollary 4.1. This is because, the above
metric hmin is not smooth and does not always have algebraic singularities even if F is nef
and abundant (for example, see [Fuj13, Example 5.2]).
Corollary 4.1. Let F be a nef and abundant line bundle on a compact Ka¨hler manifold
X. Then the same conclusion as in Theorem 1.1 holds. That is, for a (non-zero) section
s of a positive multiple Fm of the line bundle F , the multiplication map induced by the
tensor product with s
Φs : H
q(X,KX ⊗ F ) ⊗s−→ Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1)
is injective for any q.
As another application, we can obtain a Nadel type vanishing (Theorem 4.5), which
leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2 (cf. [Cao12], [Mat15b]). Let F be a line bundle on a smooth projective
variety X and hmin be a metric with minimal singularities on F . Then
Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(hmin)) = 0 for any q > n− κ(F ).
Here κ(F ) denotes the Kodaira dimension of F .
This result is non-trivial even when the line bundle F is big (that is, κ(F ) = n). In
his paper [Cao12], Cao proved the celebrated vanishing theorem for cohomology groups
with coefficients in KX ⊗ F ⊗I+(h). It is relatively easier to handle I+(h) than I(h) (see
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[DEL00] for the precise definition). If hmin has algebraic singularities, we can easily see
that I+(hmin) agrees with I(hmin), but unfortunately hmin does not always have algebraic
singularities. Thanks to Theorem 1.3, we can obtain Corollary 4.2 without the assumption
of algebraic singularities.
Remark 4.3. Three months after we finish writing our preprint, Guan and Zhou proved the
strong openness conjecture in [GZ13]. Further another proof was given by Hieˆp in [Hie14]
and by Lempert in [Lem14]. Although their celebrated result and Cao’s theorem lead to
Corollary 4.2, we believe that it is worth to display our techniques. This is because, our
techniques are quite different from them and give a new viewpoint to prove the vanishing
theorem via the asymptotic vanishing theorem.
At the end of this section, we prove Theorem 4.5 by using Theorem 1.3. First we give
the following definition.
Definition 4.4. Let F be a line bundle on a compact complex manifold X and h be a
singular metric on F .
(1) We define H0bdd,h(X,F ) by the space of sections of F with bounded norm with respect
to h. That is,
H0bdd,h(X,F ) := {s ∈ H(X,F ) | sup
X
|s|h <∞}.
(2) The generalized Kodaira dimension κbdd(F, h) of (F, h) is defined to be−∞ ifH0bdd,hm(X,Fm) =
0 for any m > 0. Otherwise, κbdd(F, h) is defined by
κbdd(F, h) := sup{k ∈ Z | lim sup
m→∞
dimH0bdd,hm(X,F
m)
/
mk > 0}.
If hmin is a metric with minimal singularities on F , the norm |s|hmmin is bounded on X
for any section s ∈ H0(X,Fm). (For example see [Dem] or [Mat15b].) It implies that
H0bdd,hmmin(X,F
m) is isomorphic to H0(X,Fm) for every m ≥ 0. In particular, κbdd(F, hmin)
agrees with the usual Kodaira dimension κ(F ). Therefore the following theorem leads to
Corollary 4.2.
Theorem 4.5. Let F be a line bundle on a smooth projective variety X and h be a singular
metric on F with semi-positive curvature. Then
Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) = 0 for any q > n− κbdd(F, h).
Proof. For a contradiction, we assume that there exists a non-zero cohomology class α ∈
Hq(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)). If sections {si}Ni=1 in H0bdd,hm(X,Fm) are linearly independent,
then {siα}Ni=1 are also linearly independent in Hq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1 ⊗ I(hm+1)). Indeed, if∑N
i=1 cisiα = 0 for some ci ∈ C, then we obtain
∑N
i=1 cisi = 0 by Theorem 1.3. Since
{si}Ni=1 are linearly independent, we have ci = 0 for every i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Therefore we
obtain
dimH0bdd,hm(X,F
m) ≤ dimHq(X,KX ⊗ Fm+1 ⊗ I(hm+1)).
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On the other hand, by [Mat14, Theorem4.1], we have the asymptotic vanishing theorem
dimHq(X,KX ⊗ Fm ⊗ I(hm)) = O(mn−q) as m→∞
for any q ≥ 0 (cf. [Dem, (6.18) Lemma]). If q > n− κbdd(F, h), it is a contradiction. 
5. Cˇech complex and De Rham-Weil isomorphism
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 5.9, which gives solutions of the ∂-equation
with suitable L2-estimates in Step 3 of Section 3. The Cˇech complex and the De Rham-Weil
isomorphism play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 5.9.
5.1. On the space of cochains. In this subsection, for the proof of Theorem 5.3, we
study the space of cochains with the topology induced by the local L2-norms with respect
to singular metrics, which is used when we prove Theorem 5.9. We first recall the following
result on holomorphic functions, which can be proved by the division theorem. See [GR,
Section D, Chapter II] for the proof.
Theorem 5.1 ([GR, Theorem 2, Section D, Chapter II]). Let G1, G2, . . . , GN be holomor-
phic functions on an open set B in Cn. If holomorphic functions {Gi}Ni=1 generate the stalk
Ip at p ∈ B of an ideal sheaf I ⊂ OB, then there exist a neighborhood Lp ⋐ B of p and a
constant Cp > 0 with the following property :
For every holomorphic function F on Lp whose germ at p belongs to Ip, there exist holo-
morphic functions {hj}Nj=1 on Lp such that
F =
N∑
j=1
hjGj and sup
Lp
|hj| ≤ Cp sup
Lp
|F |.
This theorem leads to the following lemma. In his paper [Cao12], Cao proved the former
conclusion of the lemma when a quasi-psh function ϕ has analytic singularities. For our
purpose, we need a generalization of his result and the stronger conclusion (the latter
conclusion of the lemma).
Lemma 5.2. Let ϕ be a quasi-psh function on an open set B in Cn and G1, G2, . . . , GN
be holomorphic functions on B that generate the stalk of the multiplier ideal sheaf I(ϕ)
at every point in B. Consider a sequence of holomorphic functions {fk}∞k=1 satisfying the
following properties :
(1) fk belongs to H
0(B, I(ϕ)) (that is, |fk|e−ϕ is locally L2-integrable on B).
(2) {fk}∞k=1 uniformly converges to f on every relatively compact set in B.
Then the limit f belongs to H0(B, I(ϕ)). Moreover, for every relatively compact set K ⋐
B, the (local) L2-norm ∫
K
|fk − f |2e−2ϕ
converges to zero as k tends to infinity.
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Proof. For an arbitrary point p ∈ B, there exist a neighborhood Lp ⋐ B of p and a positive
constant Cp with the property in Theorem 5.1. Since the germ of fk belongs to the stalk
I(ϕ)p, there exist holomorphic functions {hk,j}Nj=1 on Lp such that
fk =
N∑
j=1
hk,jGj and sup
Lp
|hk,j| ≤ Cp sup
Lp
|fk|.
The sup-norm supLp |fk| on Lp is uniformly bounded by property (2). The above inequality
implies that the sup-norm supLp |hk,j| is also uniformly bounded, and thus by Montel’s
theorem there exists a subsequence {hkℓ,j}∞ℓ=1 that uniformly converges to a holomorphic
function hj on every relatively compact set in Lp. For every point x in Lp we have
f(x) = lim
ℓ→∞
fkℓ(x) = lim
ℓ→∞
N∑
j=1
hkℓ,j(x)Gj(x) =
N∑
j=1
hj(x)Gj(x).
Therefore the germ of f belongs to I(ϕ)p since the germ of Gj belongs to I(ϕ)p.
Finally, we prove the latter conclusion. We have already known that the germ of fk − f
belongs to I(ϕ)p. By Theorem 5.1, there exist a relatively compact set Lp ⋐ B, a positive
constant Cp, and holomorphic functions {gk,j}Nj=1 on Lp such that
fk − f =
N∑
j=1
gk,jGj and sup
Lp
|gk,j| ≤ Cp sup
Lp
|fk − f | → 0.
On the other hand, an easy computation yields∫
Lp
|fk − f |2e−2ϕ ≤
∫
Lp
( N∑
j=1
|gk,j|2
)( N∑
j=1
|Gj|2
)
e−2ϕ
≤
( N∑
j=1
sup
Lp
|gk,j|2
)∫
Lp
N∑
j=1
|Gj|2e−2ϕ.
The right hand side converges to zero since the integral of |Gj|2e−2ϕ is finite and gk,j
uniformly converges to zero on Lp. For a given relatively compact set K ⋐ B, by taking a
finite cover {Lpν}mν=1 of K, we can see∫
K
|fk − f |2e−2ϕ ≤
m∑
ν=1
∫
Lpν
|fk − f |2e−2ϕ → 0.
This completes the proof. 
To prove Theorem 5.3, we recall the notation on the space of cochains. Let G be a line
bundle on a complex manifoldX and h be a singular metric onG satisfying
√−1Θh(G) ≥ γ
for some smooth (1, 1)-form γ. We take a Stein cover U := {Bi}i∈I of X with the following
properties :
• G admits a local trivialization on Bi.
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• There are holomorphic functions on Bi that generate the stalk of the multiplier
ideal sheaf I(h) at every point in Bi.
Note that we can take such an open cover since the multiplier ideal sheaf I(h) is coherent
by a theorem of Nadel. Let Cq(U , G⊗I(h)) be the space of q-cochains with coefficients in
G⊗I(h). For a q-cochain α = {αi0...iq}i0...iq ∈ Cq(U , G⊗I(h)), we often omit the notation
of the subscript, such as “i0...iq” and regard αi0...iq as a holomorphic function under the
trivialization of G on Bi. The semi-norm pKi0...iq (•) is defined by
pKi0...iq (α)
2 :=
∫
Ki0...iq
|αi0...iq |2h
for a relatively compact set Ki0...iq ⋐ Bi0...iq := Bi0 ∩ · · · ∩ Biq . At the end of this section,
we show that Cq(U , G⊗ I(h)) is a Fre´chet space with respect to these semi-norms.
Theorem 5.3. In the above situation, the space of q-cochains Cq(U , G⊗I(h)) is a Fre´chet
space.
Proof. For a given Cauchy sequence
{{αk,i0...iq}}∞k=1 in Cq(U , G ⊗ I(h)), we put αk :=
αk,i0...iq and B := Bi0...iq . Further we regard αk as a holomorphic function on B. For the
proof, it is sufficient to show that there exists a holomorphic function α on B such that∫
K
|αk − α|2h → 0
for every relatively compact set K ⋐ B.
Since {αk}∞k=1 is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the semi-norms, the L2-norm
∫
K
|αk|2h
of αk on K is uniformly bounded. Since the local weight ϕ of h is quasi-psh, ϕ is upper
semi-continuous. In particular ϕ is bounded above, and thus the L2-norm
∫
K
|α|2 dVω is
also uniformly bounded. By Montel’s theorem, there exists a subsequence {αkℓ}∞ℓ=1 of
{αk}∞k=1 that uniformly converges to a holomorphic function α on every relatively compact
set in B. Since this subsequence {αkℓ}∞ℓ=1 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.2, it can
be shown that the limit α also belongs to I(h). Moreover, we have
pK(αkℓ − α) =
∫
K
|αkℓ − α|2h → 0
for every relatively compact set K ⋐ B. Since {αk}∞k=1 is a Cauchy sequence, the semi-
norm pK(αk − α) also converges to zero. 
5.2. De Rham-Weil isomorphisms. In this subsection, we observe the construction of
the De Rham-Weil isomorphism between the ∂-cohomology and the Cˇech cohomology in
detail. The content of this subsection is essentially contained in [Fuj12].
Let ω be a Ka¨hler form on a compact Ka¨hler manifold X and h be a singular metric on
F satisfying
√−1Θh(F ) ≥ −aω for some constant a > 0. Further let Z be a subvariety
on X and let ω˜ be a Ka¨hler form on the Zariski open set Y := X \ Z with the following
properties :
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(B) For every point p in X , there exist an open neighborhood B of p and a bounded
function Φ on B such that ω˜ =
√−1∂∂Φ on B \ Z.
(C) ω˜ ≥ ω.
The important point is that ω˜ locally admits a “bounded” potential on a neighborhood of
every point p in X (not Y ). Note that the Ka¨hler form ω˜ constructed in Step 1 satisfies
these properties. When we construct the De Rham-Weil isomorphism, we locally solve the
∂-equation with L2-estimate by using the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4 (cf. [Dem82, 4.1 The´ore`me]). Under the same situation as above, we as-
sume that B is a Stein open set in X with property (B). Then, for an arbitrary α ∈
Ln,q(2) (B \ Z, F )h,ω˜ with ∂α = 0, there exist β ∈ Ln,q−1(2) (B \ Z, F )h,ω˜ and a positive constant
C (depending only on a, Φ, q) such that
∂β = α,∫
B\Z
|β|2h,ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ C
∫
B\Z
|α|2h,ω˜ dVω˜.
Proof. For a bounded function Φ on B with ω˜ =
√−1∂∂Φ, we define the metric H on F
by H := he−(1+a)Φ. Then it follows that the curvature of H satisfies
√−1ΘH(F ) =
√−1Θh(F ) + (1 + a)
√−1∂∂Φ ≥ −aω˜ + (1 + a)ω˜ ≥ ω˜
from ω˜ ≥ ω and √−1Θh(F ) ≥ −aω. The L2-norm ‖α‖H,ω˜ with respect to H is finite since
the function Φ is bounded and ‖α‖h,ω˜ is finite. We remark that ω˜ is not a complete form on
B \Z, but B \Z admits a complete Ka¨hler form. Therefore, from the standard L2-method
for the ∂-equation (for example see [Dem82, 4.1 The´ore`me]), we obtain a solution β of the
∂-equation ∂β = α with
‖β‖2H,ω˜ ≤
1
q
‖α‖2H,ω˜.
By putting C1 := infB e
−(a+1)Φ and C2 := supB e
−(a+1)Φ, we have
C1‖β‖2h,ω˜ ≤ ‖β‖2H,ω˜ and ‖α‖2H,ω˜ ≤ C2‖α‖2h,ω˜.
These inequalities lead to the L2-estimate in the lemma. 
From now on, we fix a Stein finite cover U := {Bi}i∈I of X such that ω˜ admits a bounded
potential function on Bi, and we consider the space of q-cochains C
q(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))
with coefficients in KX⊗F ⊗I(h) with the topology induced by the semi-norms pKi0...iq (•)
defined as follows: For every α = {αi0...iq} ∈ Cq(U , KX⊗F⊗I(h)) and a relatively compact
set Ki0...iq ⋐ Bi0...iq , the semi-norm pKi0...iq (α) of α is defined by
pKi0...iq (α)
2 :=
∫
Ki0...iq
|αi0...iq |2h,ω dVω.
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This semi-norm is independent of the choice of ω by Lemma 2.5. We remark that it is a
Fre´chet space (that is, it is complete with respect to these semi-norms) by Theorem 5.3.
In this subsection, we observe the following De Rham-Weil isomorphism :
Ker ∂
Im ∂
of Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜
∼=−−−−→Hˇq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))
:=
Ker δ
Im δ
of Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)).
Here δ is the coboundary operator defined as follows : For every q-cochain {αi0...iq}i0...iq
δ({αi0...iq}i0...iq) := {
q+1∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓαi0...iˆℓ...iq+1 |Bi0...iq+1}i0...iq+1,
where Bi0...iq+1 := Bi0 ∩ ...∩Biq+1 . We will omit the notation of the restriction in the right
hand side.
Proposition 5.5. Under the same situation as above, there exist continuous maps
f : Ker ∂ in Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜ → Ker δ in Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))
g : Ker δ in Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))→ Ker ∂ in Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜
satisfying the following properties :
• f induces the isomorphism
f :
Ker ∂
Im ∂
of Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜
∼=−−−−→ Ker δ
Im δ
of Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)).
• g induces the isomorphism
g :
Ker δ
Im δ
of Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))
∼=−−−−→ Ker ∂
Im ∂
of Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜.
• f is the inverse map of g.
Proof. We first define f(U) ∈ Ker δ ⊂ Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) for a given U ∈ Ker ∂ ⊂
Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜.
For the 0-cochain α0 := {αi0} defined by αi0 := U |Bi0\Z , by applying Lemma 5.4 to
αi0 , it is shown that the ∂-equation ∂βi0 = αi0 on Bi0 \ Z has a solution. The solution βi0
whose L2-norm ‖βi0‖h,ω˜ is minimum among all solutions satisfies the L2-estimate ‖βi0‖2h,ω˜ ≤
C‖αi0‖2h,ω˜ ≤ C‖U‖2h,ω˜. Here the constant C does not depend on h and U . In the proof C
denotes (possibly) different positive constants independent of h and U .
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For the 1-cochain α1 defined by α1 := {αi0i1} := δ{βi0}, we have
‖α1‖2h,ω˜ :=
∑
i0,i1∈I
∫
Bi0i1\Z
|αi0i1 |2h,ω˜ dVω˜
≤
∑
i0,i1∈I
(‖βi0‖h,ω˜ + ‖βi1‖h,ω˜)2 ≤ C‖U‖2h,ω˜
for some constant C. Further we have
∂α1 = ∂δ{βi0} = δ∂{βi0} = δ{αi0} = 0.
Therefore, by applying Lemma 5.4 to α1 again, we can take the solution of the ∂-equation
∂βi0i1 = αi0i1 on Bi0i1 \ Z whose L2-norm ‖βi0i1‖h,ω˜ is minimum among all solutions. Note
that we have ‖βi0i1‖2h,ω˜ ≤ C‖αi0i1‖2h,ω˜. Similarly, by putting α2 := {αi0i1i2} := δ{βi0i1}, we
can check
‖α2‖2h,ω˜ :=
∑
i0,i1i2∈I
∫
Bi0i1i2\Z
|αi0i1i2|2h,ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ C‖U‖2h,ω˜.
By repeating this process, we can obtain the k-cochain {βi0...ik} with coefficients in the
F -valued (n, q − k − 1)-forms with the following equalities :
(∗)

∂βi0 = U |Bi0\Z ,
∂{βi0i1} = δ{βi0},
∂{βi0i1i2} = δ{βi0i1},
...
∂{βi0...iq−1} = δ{βi0...iq−2}.
It follows that
‖βi0...ik‖2h,ω˜ ≤ C‖U‖2h,ω˜
from the construction. Now αq := {αi0...iq} := δ{βi0...iq−1} is a q-cocycle with coefficients
in the F -valued (n, 0)-forms and satisfies
∂αq = ∂δ{βi0...iq−1} = δ∂{βi0...iq−1} = δδ{βi0...iq−2} = 0.
In particular, αi0...iq can be regarded as a holomorphic function with bounded L
2-norm
since it is a ∂-closed F -valued (n, 0)-form and it satisfies ‖αi0...iq‖h,ω = ‖αi0...iq‖h,ω˜ < ∞
by Lemma 2.5. Then αi0...iq can be extended from Bi0...iq \ Z to the ∂-closed F -valued
(n, 0)-form on Bi0...iq by the Riemann extension theorem. Therefore it determines α
q ∈
Ker δ ⊂ Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)). We define f(U) by f(U) := αq = δ{βi0...iq−1}. It follows
that f is continuous from the construction of f and the L2-estimate
‖f(U)‖2h,ω˜ =
∑
i0...iq∈I
∫
Bi0...iq \Z
|αi0...iq |2h,ω˜ dVω˜ ≤ C‖U‖2h,ω˜.
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Next we define g(αq) ∈ Ker ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜ for a given αq = {αi0...iq} ∈ Ker δ ⊂
Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)). For the (q − 1)-cochain αq−1 := {αi0...iq−1} defined by
αi0...iq−1 :=
∑
k∈I
ρkαki0...iq−1 ,
we can easily check δαq−1 = αq from δαq = 0, and thus we have δ∂αq−1 = ∂δαq−1 = ∂αq =
0. When we define αq−2 := {αi0...iq−2} by
αi0...iq−2 :=
∑
k∈I
ρk∂αki0...iq−2 ,
we can easily check δαq−2 = ∂αq−1 from δ∂αq−1 = 0 again. By repeating this process, we
obtain the k-cochain αk with coefficients in the F -valued (n, q − k − 1)-forms. Then ∂α0
determines the ∂-closed F -valued form globally defined on X by δ∂α0 = ∂δα0 = ∂∂α1 = 0.
We define g(αq) by g(αq) := ∂α0. The properties in Proposition 5.5 can be proved by the
standard argument, and thus we omit it. 
Remark 5.6. (1) The map g is linear, but f is not linear. This is because the norm of
β1 + β2 is not necessarily minimum even if βi is the solution of βi = ∂αi whose L
2-norm is
minimum. The induced maps f and g are linear.
(2) For the proof of Theorem 5.9, we remark that
g(αq)
=∂
(∑
kq∈I
ρkq∂
( ∑
kq−1∈I
ρkq−1 · · ·∂
(∑
k3∈I
ρk3∂
(∑
k2∈I
ρk2∂(
∑
k1∈I
ρk1αk1...kqi0)
))))
=
∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · ·
∑
k3∈I
∂ρk3 ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧ ∂(
∑
k1∈I
ρk1αk1...kqi0)
holds on Bi0 by the construction and the Leibnitz rule.
Proposition 5.5 leads to the following lemma and proposition.
Lemma 5.7. Under the same situation as above, the space of q-cocycles Zq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗
I(h)) := Ker δ and the space of q-coboundaries Bq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) := Im δ are closed
subspaces in Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) (in particular Fre´chet spaces).
Proof. It is easy to check that the coboundary operator δ from Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) to
Cq+1(U , KX ⊗F ⊗I(h)) is continuous. It implies that Ker δ is a closed subspace. Now we
consider the following coboundary operator :
δ : Cq−1(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))→ Zq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)).
The cokernel of δ is isomorphic to Hp(X,KX ⊗ F ⊗I(h)), whose dimension is finite. The
open mapping theorem implies that Im δ is a closed subspace (see Proposition 2.8). 
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Proposition 5.8. Under the same situation as above, the ranges Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜ and
Im ∂
∗ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )h,ω˜ are closed subspaces in Ln,q(2)(Y, F )h,ω˜.
Proof. For a given sequence {Uk}∞k=1 in Im ∂ that converges to some U , it is shown that
f([Uk]) converges to f([U ]) from Proposition 5.5. Here [•] denotes the ∂-cohomology class.
We have f([U ]) = 0 from f([Uk]) = 0 since the Cˇech cohomology is a separated topological
space by Lemma 5.7. It follows that U ∈ Im ∂ since f is an isomorphism. It is shown that
Im ∂
∗
is also closed from this fact (see [Ho¨r65, Theorem1.1]). 
5.3. Proof of the key theorem. In this subsection, we prove the following theorem :
Theorem 5.9. Under the same situation as in subsection 5.2, we consider a family of
singular metrics {hε}1≫ε>0 on F with hε ≤ h, I(hε) = I(h), and
√−1Θhε(F ) ≥ −ω.
Then, for Uε ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ such that the L2-norm ‖Uε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded,
there exists an F -valued (n, q − 1)-form Vε with the following properties :
(1) ∂Vε = Uε. (2) The norm ‖Vε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is as follow : The main idea of the proof is to convert the ∂-
equation ∂Vε = Uε to the equation δγε = fε(Uε) of the coboundary operator δ in the space
of cochains C•(KX⊗F⊗I(hε)), by using the Cˇech complex and pursuing the De Rham-Weil
isomorphism. Here fε is the continuous map constructed for hε in Proposition 5.5. The
important point is that C•(KX ⊗F ⊗I(hε)) is independent of ε thanks to the property of
hε although the L
2-space Ln,•(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ depends on ε. Since ‖Uε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded,
it is proven that fε(Uε) converges to some q-coboundary in C
q(KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) with the
topology induced by the local L2-norms with respect to h. Further it is shown that the
coboundary operator δ is an open map. Then, by these observations, we can construct a
solution γε of the equation δγε = fε(Uε) with uniformly bounded norm. Finally, by using
a partition of unity (the map gε constructed in Proposition 5.5), we conversely construct
Vε ∈ Ln,q(2) (Y, F )hε,ω˜ with the properties in Theorem 5.9.
Fix a Stein finite cover U := {Bi}i∈I of X such that ω˜ admits a bounded potential
function on Bi. By applying the argument in Proposition 5.5 to Uε, we can obtain {βε,i0...ik}
satisfying equality (∗). By the assumption of hε, we have
αqε := fε(Uε) := δ{βε,i0...iq−1} ∈Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(hε))
=Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)).
Then we prove the following claim.
Claim 5.10. In the above situation, we have the following :
• fε(Uε) ∈ Im δ ⊂ Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) for every ε > 0.
• {fε(Uε)}ε>0 has a subsequence that converges to a q-cochain αq.
• The limit αq ∈ Im δ ⊂ Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)).
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Proof of Claim 5.10. It follows that fε(Uε) ∈ Im δ ⊂ Cq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(hε)) from the
assumption Uε ∈ Im ∂ ⊂ Ln,q(2)(Y, F )hε,ω˜ and Proposition 5.5. By the assumption of hε, we
obtain the first conclusion.
Now we prove that each component αε,i0...iq of fε(Uε) has a subsequence that converges
to some F -valued (n, 0)-form. By the construction of αqε = fε(Uε) = δ({βε,i0...iq−1}), we
have
‖αε,i0...iq‖2hε,ω˜ ≤ ‖fε(Uε)‖2hε,ω˜ ≤ C‖Uε‖2hε,ω˜.
Here the above constant C does not depend on Uε, hε, and thus the right hand side can
be estimated by a constant independent of ε. In particular, αε,i0...iq can be regarded as a
holomorphic function with uniformly bounded L2-norm. (Note that αε,i0...iq is a ∂-closed
F -valued (n, 0)-form). Then the sup-norm supKi0...iq |αε,i0...iq | is also uniformly bounded
for every relatively compact set Ki0...iq ⋐ Bi0...iq . Therefore, by Montel’s theorem, we
obtain a subsequence of {αε,i0...iq}ε>0 that uniformly converges to some F -valued (n, 0)-form
αi0...iq on every relatively compact set in Bi0...iq . Lemma 5.2 asserts that this subsequence
converges to αi0...iq with respect to the semi-norms {pKi0...iq (•)}Ki0...iq⋐Bi0...iq . Hence we can
find a subsequence of fε(Uε) that converges to some q-cochain α
q in Cq(U , KX⊗F ⊗I(h)).
The latter conclusion follows from Lemma 5.7 
We will construct a solution γε of the equation δγε = fε(Uε) with uniformly bounded
norm. For simplicity we use the same notation {fε(Uε)}ε>0 for the subsequence obtained
in Claim 5.10. Note that the space of q-coboundaries Bq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) := Im δ is
also a Fre´chet space by Lemma 5.7. The following coboundary operator
δ : Cq−1(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))→ Bq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h))
is continuous and surjective linear map between Fre´chet spaces, and thus this coboundary
operator is an open map by the open mapping theorem.
By Claim 5.10, there exists γ ∈ Cq−1(U , KX ⊗F ⊗I(h)) such that δγ = αq. For a given
family K := {Ki0...iq−1} of relatively compact sets Ki0...iq−1 ⋐ Bi0...iq−1, we define the open
bounded neighborhood ∆K of γ in C
q−1(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) by
∆K := {β ∈ Cq−1(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) | pKi0...iq−1 (β − γ) < 1}.
Then δ(∆K) is an open neighborhood of the limit α
q in Bq(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) by the
above observation. Therefore fε(Uε) belongs to δ(∆K) for a sufficiently small ε > 0 since
fε(Uε) converges to α
q. By the definition of ∆K , we can obtain γε =: {γε,i0...iq−1} ∈
Cq−1(U , KX ⊗ F ⊗ I(h)) such that
δγε = fε(Uε),(5.1)
pKi0...iq−1 (γε)
2 =
∫
Ki0...iq−1
|γε,i0...iq−1|2h,ω ωn ≤ CK(5.2)
for some positive constant CK . The above constant CK depends on the choice of K, γ,
but does not depend on ε.
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We will construct an F -valued (n, q)-form Vε from γε and fε(Uε) by using gε. The
strategy is as follows : It follows that gε(δγε) = ∂vε and gε(fε(Uε)) = Uε + ∂v˜ε for some
vε and v˜ε since gε gives the isomorphism in Proposition 5.5. On the other hand, we have
Uε = ∂(vε − v˜ε) by equality (5.1). Then we can concretely compute vε and v˜ε by using a
partition of unity {ρi}i∈I , and thus we obtain the L2-estimate for them.
Claim 5.11. There exists an F -valued (n, q − 1)-form vε on X satisfying the following
properties :
(1) ∂vε = gε(δγε). (2) The norm ‖vε‖h,ω˜ is uniformly bounded.
Proof. We observe
γε,k2...kqi0 +
q∑
ℓ=2
(−1)ℓ−1γε,k1...kˆℓ...kqi0 + (−1)qγε,k1...kq .
and the construction of gε (see Remark 5.6).
[Argument 1]
First we consider the first term γε,k2...kqi0 . It is easy to see
∂
∑
k1∈I
ρk1γε,k2...kqi0 = ∂γε,k2...kqi0 = 0
since γε,k2...kqi0 does not depend on k1. Here we used
∑
k1∈I
ρk1 = 1. We can conclude that
this term does not affect gε(δγε) from Remark 5.6.
[Argument 2]
Secondly we consider the second term γε,k1...kˆℓ...kqi0 . For an integer ℓ with 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ q, by
the Leibniz rule, we can show∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧ · · · ∧
∑
kℓ∈I
∂ρkℓ ∧
∑
kℓ−1∈I
∂ρkℓ−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1γε,k1..kˆℓ..kq−1i0)
=
∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧ · · · ∧ ∂
∑
kℓ−1∈I
∂ρkℓ−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1γε,k1..kˆℓ..kq−1i0) = 0.
Here we used ∂ ∂ = 0 and
∑
kℓ∈I
ρkℓ = 1. Therefore the second term does not affect gε(δγε).
[Argument 3]
Finally we consider the third term (−1)qγε,k1...kq . If vε is defined by
vε :=(−1)q
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
ρkq∂ρkq−1 ∧ ∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂ρk2 ∧ ∂(ρk1 ∧ γε,k1...kq)
=(−1)q
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
ρkq∂ρkq−1 ∧ ∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂ρk2 ∧ ∂ρk1 ∧ γε,k1...kq ,
then vε determines the F -valued (n, q−1)-form onX since γε,k1...kq is independent of i0. The
second equality follows from the Leibnitz rule and ∂γε,k1...kq = 0. We have gε(δγε) = ∂vε
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by the definition of vε and Argument 1, 2. For the proof, it is sufficient to show that the
norm ‖vε‖h,ω˜ is uniformly bounded. When we define the (0, q − 1)-form ηk1...kq on X by
ηk1...kq := ρkq∂ρkq−1 ∧ ∂ρkq−2 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂ρk1 ,
we have
vε =
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
ηk1...kq ∧ γε,k1...kq .
Since the support of ηk1...kq is relatively compact in Bk1...kq , there exists K := {Kk1...kq} such
that Supp ηk1...kq ⋐ Kk1...kq ⋐ Bk1...kq . For the family K = {Kk1...kq}, we may assume that
the q-cochain γε satisfies inequality (5.2). By Lemma 2.6, there exists a positive constant
C > 0 such that
|vε|h,ω˜ ≤
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
|ηk1...kq ∧ γε,k1...kq |h,ω˜ ≤ C
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
χKk1...kq |γε,k1...kq |h,ω˜,
where χKk1...kq is the characteristic function of Kk1...kq . Note that C depends on the choice
of {ρi}i∈I , but does not depend on ε. Therefore we have
‖vε‖h,ω˜ ≤ C
∑
k1,...,kq∈I
pKk1...kq (γε)
from the fundamental inequality (
∑N
i=1 |ai|)2 ≤ 2N−1
∑N
i=1 |ai|2. The right hand side can be
estimated by a constant independent of ε by inequality (5.2). This completes the proof. 
The proof of the following claim is based on an argument similar to that of Claim 5.11.
To avoid confusion, we use the following notation in the proof.
Definition 5.12. Let aε and bε be F -valued (n, k)-forms on Y . We write aε ≡ bε, if there
exists an F -valued (n, k − 1)-form cε on Y such that ∂cε = aε − bε and the norm ‖cε‖hε,ω˜
is uniformly bounded.
Claim 5.13. There exists an F -valued (n, q − 1)-form v˜ε on Y satisfying the following
properties :
(1) ∂v˜ε + Uε = gε(fε(Uε)). (2) The norm ‖v˜ε‖hε,ω˜ is uniformly bounded.
Proof. For βε,i0...iq−1 with equality (∗), we have fε(Uε) = δ{βε,i0...iq−1}. We observe
βε,k2...kqi0 +
q∑
ℓ=2
(−1)ℓ−1βε,k1...kˆℓ...kqi0 + (−1)qβε,k1...kq .
[Argument 4]
First we consider the second term. For an integer ℓ with 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ q, the second term
βε,k1...kˆℓ...kqi0 is independent of kℓ. By the same reason as Argument 2 in Claim 5.11, we
can conclude that this term does not affect gε(fε(Uε)).
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[Argument 5]
Secondly we consider the third term. Our aim of Argument 5 is to show∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k1...kq) ≡ 0.
When we define ηk2...kkq by
ηk2...kkq := ρkq∂ρkq−1 ∧ ∂ρkq−2 · · · ∧ ∂ρk2 ,
the left hand side agrees with
∂
( ∑
k1,...,kq∈I
ηk2...kkq ∧
(
∂ρk1 ∧ βε,k1...kq + ρk1 ∧ ∂βε,k1...kq
))
by the Leibnitz rule. By Lemma 2.6 and the fundamental inequality |a+b|2 ≤ 2(|a|2+|b|2),
we obtain ∣∣∣ ∑
k1,...,kq∈I
ηk2...kkq ∧
(
∂ρk1 ∧ βε,k1...kq + ρk1 ∧ ∂βε,k1...kq
)∣∣∣2
hε,ω˜
≤C(∣∣βε,k1...kq∣∣2hε,ω˜ + ∣∣∂βε,k1...kq∣∣2hε,ω˜)
for some positive constant C > 0. The norms ‖βε,k1...kq‖hε,ω˜ and ‖∂βε,k1...kq‖hε,ω˜ can be
estimated by a constant independent of ε by the construction (see the proof of Proposition
5.5). Therefore we have∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k1...kq) ≡ 0.
[Argument 6]
Finally we consider the first term. Our aim is to show∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k2...kqi0) ≡ Uε.
Since βε,k2...kqi0 does not depend on k1, we have∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k2...kqi0) = ∂βε,k2...kqi0(5.3)
= βε,k3...kqi0 +
q∑
ℓ=3
(−1)ℓβε,k2...kˆℓ...kqi0 + (−1)q+1βε,k2...kq .
Note that the second equality follows from equality (∗). The second term of the right hand
side of (5.3) does not affect, by the same reason as Argument 2 (Argument 4). Moreover,
for the third term of the right hand side, we can show∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂(ρk2βε,k2...kq) ≡ 0
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by the same method as Argument 5. In summary, we have proved∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k2...kqi0)
≡
∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk3 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk2βε,k3...kqi0).
By repeating this procedure, we obtain∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂ρkq−1 ∧ · · · ∧
∑
k2∈I
∂ρk2 ∧
∑
k1∈I
∂(ρk1βε,k2...kqi0)
≡
∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧
∑
kq−1∈I
∂(ρkq−1βε,kqi0)
=
∑
kq∈I
∂ρkq ∧ ∂βε,kqi0
=
∑
kq∈I
∂
(
ρkq(βε,i0 − βε,kq)
)
.
The last equality follows from equality (∗). The norm of βε,kq can be estimated by a
constant of independent of ε and ∂βε,i0 = Uε holds on Bi0 \ Z by the construction. Hence
we have
∂
∑
kq∈I
(
ρkqβε,kq
) ≡ 0 and ∂(∑
kq∈I
ρkqβε,i0
)
= ∂βε,i0 = Uε.
This completes the proof. 
From Claim 5.11 and 5.13 we can obtain the conclusion. Indeed, if we put Vε := vε− v˜ε,
then Vε satisfies the properties in Theorem 5.9. 
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